
 

Special Report...

"How To Steal (Legally) $150,000
Worth Of High Profit, High Powered

Copy writing And Turn Your Web Site
Into A Cash Creating Sales Machine

"Overnight"
By Allen Says, C.M.M
Certified Marketing Maniac

  There's one technique that makes writing sales copy so easy any intelligent 12 year old can do
it. You can actually be a killer copywriter as soon as you really understand this simple method. 

  What is it?

  In a couple words: Copy Success

  Model sales letters that have already proven to sell tons of product. It sounds really simple,
and it is, so simple that most mail order and Internet entrepreneurs entirely miss the real power
of it.

  When you have a collection of proven sales letters, you simply model the letter you want,
changing the words to fit your product. Anyone who can use a keyboard can do this and do it
easy. You can, starting today, write like a copywriter who commands fee's of $10,000 or more
per letter.

  The logic behind it is, well, quite logical. If you model what is already proven, your chances
of success are almost guaranteed.

  You literally cut out 'testing' time. You go for the gold immediately with copy that has already
proven itself in the marketplace.

  In the mail order industry this is what's known as having a 'swipe file'. It is a collection of ads
and sales letters that are proven to work.

  When the mail order operator gets a new product, he refers to his swipe file and creates a
sales letter based on already proven ads, sales letters and phrases.

  Borrow, steal, copy-cat, use whatever term you like, it works. Some of the most well known
marketers in the world create all their ad campaigns this way. I would say all of them do to some
extent. 

(I'm using strong words in the above paragraph so I need to make something clear I think. I'm
not saying to copy someone word for word. That's considered being a bottom feeder type
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person who doesn't deserve to live, let alone write sales letters. I'm saying to use successful
sales letters as a map, a guide, a source of inspiration for your own sales letter writing)

  What is the easiest way to get going with this?

  Well, there are a few ways. Do you know of a successful web site that has been selling
something on the net for years?

  Model them. Don't copy them word for word. But model their tone, strategy, theme, layout,
whatever.

  That's one way.

  Another way is to look through past issues of magazines and keep an eye on the ads you see
repeated over and over for months, even years, at a time. That tells you something about their
pulling power.

  The best way though is to buy a set of sales letters that have already proven themselves to
have the power to pull in huge amounts of money.

  This puts incredible power in your hands. When you get a new product, having a set of letters
like this is sort of like being able to print money.

  I have a set called: Magnetic Sales Letters.

  It is a powerful collection of over 20 sales letters that have proven their power to sell boatloads
of products.

  Here is a list of them...

“Hot, Qualified Leads that Will Blow The Lid Off Your Sales and Profits” Sales letter for
“New Business Power Marketing” reprint rights

"Here's the Quickest and Easiest Way For You to Succeed in Mail Order” Sales letter for
“Mail Order Business-In-A-Box”

"How to Increase Your Sales and Profit With Direct Mail”
Postcard/ad for the Direct Mail Boot Camp home study course

"How to Cash In On the Booming Demand for CD ROM’S”
Sales letter for “Business 6-Pack” CD-ROM reprint rights package

"Here’s a Rare Opportunity For You To Own and Cash in On Group M’s Million Dollar,
‘Hyper-Responsive’ Mailing List Of HOT Proven Buyers!” Sales letter for a
hyper-responsive mailing list

"Double Your Direct Marketing Profits- 100% Guaranteed”
Lead-generating postcard/ad for the “Maximum Profit Direct Marketing” course

"How to Win Tons of New Customers, Get Them to Buy More Often, Increase the Dollar
Amount of Every Sale, and Double Your Profits in Record Time” Sales letter for “Maximum
Profit Direct Marketing” course

"How to Master the Art and Science of Writing Ads and Sales Letters that Work” Sales
letter for “Advertising Magic” course

"I Was Held Hostage for 4 Days By the Sharpest Minds in Direct Mail”
Sales letter for “Direct Mail Bootcamp” home study course
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"750 How-To Books, Reports and Manuals You Can Reprint and Sell... All on A Single CD
ROM" Press release for “Instant Publisher CD”

"How You Can Create a Hot Selling Information Product On Any Subject Almost
Instantly- In Just  2 to 4 Hours!" Sales letter for “How To Create Your Own Information
Products”

"How to Turn All Your Ads and Sales Letters Into Powerful Cash Generators-
Guaranteed" Sales letter for “Direct Marketing Hotseat”

"How to Obtain Premiums, Giveaways, and Promotional and Close-Out Merchandise at
Discounts so Cheap and So Huge You’ll Feel Like You’re Stealing!” Sales letter for
“Promotional Merchandise & Close-Outs” Manual

"301 Direct Mail Tips, Secrets and Techniques” 
Sales letter for “301 Direct Mail Tips, Techniques & Secrets” book

"Gary Halbert’s famous “Coat of Arms” sales letter- which produced over 7 million cash
with order replies"

"Internet Profits: Build Your Business on the Internet"
Lead-generating ad for “Web Sites”

"How to Get Your Very Own Website On the Internet (Professionally Designed for You)
For Less than $2 a Day” Sales letter for “Web Sites”

"Here’s How You Can Promote Virtually Any Business, Product, Or Service on the
Internet” Sales letter for “Online Marketing Power Pack” course

"Question:  What’s the Secret to Increasing Your Sales and Profits By as Much as
917%?” Sales letter for “Maximum Profit Copywriting Clinic” 

"How to Find Mailing Lists that Can Make You Rich” Sales letter for “How To Find Hot
Mailing Lists” videos and audios

"Increase Your Income by $100,000 With this Direct Marketing Newsletter” Postcard and
display ad for “Direct Marketing Strategies Newsletter”

  Whether you sell on the Internet, in magazines or through direct mail this package is worth its
weight in pure gold. Actually it's worth much more than that because since the book is digital it
doesn't weigh a whole hell of a lot.

  Anyway...

  You don't have to pay the $67 it's being sold for right now. The entire book is included as a
bonus when you join the Warrior site. See there, didn't someone already tell you I was an ok
feller? It's true. Really...;)

Sincerely,

Allen Says
The War-Report
Allen@TheWarriorGroup.com

P.S. I would be a total poop if I didn't tell you that this book is available at a few places on the
net cheaper than what you get it for by subscribing to the War-Report. So this isn't like a bribe or
aything to get you to subscribe. Do a search and you could more than likely even find it free.
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